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ABSTRACT
Location-dependent data are central to many emerging applications,
ranging from traffic information services to sensor networks. The
standard pull- and push-based data dissemination models become
unworkable since the data volumes and number of clients are high.

We address this problem using locale covers, a subset of the
original set of locations of interest, chosen to include at least one
location in a suitably defined neighborhood of any client. Since
location-dependent values are highly correlated with location, a
query can be answered using a location close to the query point.

We show that location-dependent queries may be answered sat-
isfactorily using locale covers, with small loss of accuracy. Our
approach is independent of locations and speeds of clients, and is
applicable to mobile clients.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growth of small and portable wireless computing devices

has led to growing interest in location-dependent information ser-
vices ranging from traffic information services to sensor networks.
Mobile clients need data relevant to their current location. Unfortu-
nately, a pull-based dissemination model is unworkable, since the
typically huge number of clients would overload the server with
pull requests. Push-based models such as broadcasting [6] fail be-
cause data volumes tend to be very large, so a client may have to
wait a long time before data of interest appears in the broadcast.

Fortunately, values of location-dependent data are highly corre-
lated with location. For example, temperature readings from adja-
cent sensors are similar. A client is therefore likely to be satisfied
with data for a location sufficiently close to the query point. We
develop the notion of a locale cover, a subset of the original set
of locations, which includes at least one location in a suitably de-
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fined neighborhood of any client. We show that location-dependent
queries may be answered satisfactorily from only this fraction of
data, sacrificing accuracy by only a small amount. Our algorithms
are independent of client locations and speeds, so our approach is
very applicable to mobile clients.

1.1 Challenges
� The volume of data is to be broadcasted is large and therefore

results in excessive bandwidth consumption and wastage of
battery power at client terminal.� Tracking each client’s location may require high communi-
cation overhead, or even be impossible in applications such
the satellite-based service Sirius [8], where bidirectional com-
munication is not be available. Consequently, scheduling-
based approaches such as [9, 1, 5, 2] are infeasible in this
environment, since they assume knowledge of the access pat-
terns or requests of each mobile client.� Broadcasting data in arbitrary order would cause the access
latency to be as long as the full broadcast cycle.� Pull allows servers to remain stateless, but this model is in-
appropriate for our application scenarios. The push model is
better, but requires servers to be stateful, and to keep track of
what data is to be sent to which client, and at what time and
therefore does not scale well.

1.2 Our Approach: Locale Covers
Central to our approach is the notion of locale cover, an idea

interesting in its own right.
If � is some predicate defining closeness, the � -locale of a point�����
	 is the set of all points � so that �� ��� ��� holds. Given a

region ��� � 	 , a set of “sites” ��� ����� � � 	 ��������� ��� �! "� , and
a proximity predicate � , the � -locale cover of � with respect to
� is a subset #$ $� , so that, for any �%� � , �� �&� � � holds for at
least one site

� � # . Thus, # covers all possible locales in � .

Definition The compass '� of a region � is the set of sites whose
locations are in � or on its boundary.

Definition A ( -domain ) is a disk with *+'),*-�.( . That is, its
compass has cardinality ( .
Definition ( -domain locale cover: #/ 0� is a ( -domain locale
cover if ')�12#�3�$4 for all ( -domains ) .

Our algorithm for finding ( -domain locale cover runs in two
phases. In the first phase, it generates 5 , where 5 =

�76 * 6  
� � * 6 *-�8( , and there is a disk )9 �:	 with ');� 6 � . The
second phase computes the hitting set for 5 . By theorem 1.1 the
hitting set is the locale cover for 5 .
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Figure 1: ( -domain locale covers.

THEOREM 1.1. Let H be the hitting set for 5 . For any disk D
in � 	 such that ')�� ( , �/1�').3�$4 .

Further, we prove an elegant relationship (see theorem 1.2) be-
tween 5 and order- ( Voronoi diagrams, so that that 5 can be com-
puted in expected cost �����( 	�� ��(	��
� 	 ��� .

THEOREM 1.2. There is a bijection between elements
6 � 5

and cells in the order- ( Voronoi diagram for � .

We can infer that the size of 5 is reasonable, and contains �����( �
subsets, since the order- ( Voronoi diagram has �����( � Voronoi
cells [3]. Several algorithms have been proposed to compute order-
( Voronoi diagrams. (See the survey by Boissonnat [4] and refer-
ences therein.) Once 5 is obtained, the greedy approach for finding
hitting set is used to obtain ( -domain Locale cover.

2. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the experimental results for the proposed

technique of locale cover, using both synthetic and real datasets.
Synthetic datasets, UN30K and GN30K, have 30,000 sites distributed
in a unit square in random and Gaussian respectively. Real dataset
IL represents 7972 road intersections in the state of Illinois. Dataset
LA, obtained from [7], contains 627 traffic stations monitoring traf-
fic speed on the freeways across Los Angeles County. All the site in
dataset LA has average speed � ������� ��� , standard deviation � �� ��� �� . Dataset USA, obtained from http://weather.noaa.gov, con-
tains 1,500 weather stations monitoring the temperature in USA.
All the weather stations has average temperature � ������� ��� , stan-
dard deviation � �����  � .
2.1 Size of ( -Domain Locale Cover

Our first set of experiments evaluated the size of locale covers
varying the value of ( in the ( -domain locale coverage problem.
Figure 1(a) shows the sizes of locale covers for different ( , for
datasets UN30K, GN30k and IL. In these figures, the dashed line
represents the curve of 	

�
! , for purposes of comparison. Clearly,

we are able to obtain locale covers of approximately 	
�
! for all the

datasets, regardless of distribution.

2.2 Accuracy vs. Access Latency
Clearly, there is a trade-off between access latency and accuracy

in using ( -domain locale covers. As ( increases, locale cover size
decreases, lowering access latency. On the other hand, a smaller lo-
cale cover also lowers accuracy. The following experiment studies
the trade-off between access latency and accuracy using ( -domain
locale cover. The experiment is conducted over traffic speed dataset
LA, and the temperature dataset USA.

Given a query point � , let " be the reading (speed or temperature)
at � ’s nearest neighbor from the original set of sites, and #" be the

reading at � ’s nearest neighbor from the locale cover. Accuracy
is defined as

�%$'& (�)+*(�&( . We used 10000 query points randomly
distributed in the region, and computed the average relative error.

We compare the access latency of broadcasting with ( -domain
locale covers with that of broadcasting the original dataset � . We
measure the average access latency of ( -domain locale cover # as
* # * ,�� , and further normalize it to the optimal access latency * � * ,��
of the original dataset � [6, 10].

Figure 1(b) plots the trade-off between accuracy and latency. As
expected, as ( increases from 5 to 20, both the access latency and
accuracy decrease. Our approach using locale cover reduces access
latency by an impressive 65%–90%, at a modest loss of accuracy
(about 10%). Spatial correlation allows our technique to choose a
small locale cover, which suffices for high accurate answer, with a
significantly reduced access latency.

3. CONCLUSIONS
We introduce the notion of locale cover, and present several novel

formulations and variants of the data dissemination problem for
location-dependent data in broadcasting environments. Our schemes
choose a small subset of sites that include a site in the neighbor-
hood of all clients, regardless of their number or distribution. This
method significantly reduce broadcast bandwidth and access la-
tencies for clients, and scales well with the number of users and
sites. Our experiments confirm the applicability and efficiency of
our schemes.

Our notion of locale cover is very general and is likely to be ap-
plicable beyond the domain of data dissemination, for example, in
spatio-temporal data mining, and approximate indices. We intend
to investigate these possibilities in future work.
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